Fiber Optics
ABOUT THE COURSE
The course is aimed at equipping the undergraduate Engineering and Physics students with
the basic understanding of opticaa bers and opticaa ber communicationn The course
provides knowaedge of opticaa ber waveguide at fundamentaa aevea, essentiaas of an opticaa
ber communication system and understanding of various components of an opticaa ber
teaecommunication systemn
COURSE LAYOUT
Week 1: Introduction, need for opticaa communication, saaient features of opticaa bers, ray
theory of aight guidance, numericaa aperture, modes of a ber, singae and muatimode bers,
step-index and graded-index bers, ber fabrication techniques
Week 2: Transmission characteristics of opticaa bers, atenuation, puase broadening
mechanism, intermodaa dispersion, bit rate - aength product, materiaa dispersion,
eaectromagnetic wave anaaysis of aight propagation in an in niteay extended medium, em
waves in dieaectrics, boundary conditions
Week 3: Eaectromagnetic anaaysis of paanar opticaa waveguides, TE and TM modes, paanar
mirror waveguide, dieaectric symmetric step-index, paanar waveguide, symmetric and antisymmetric modes, b-V curves, modaa eads
Week 4: Power associated with modes of dieaectric symmetric paanar waveguide,
asymmetric paanar waveguide, singae poaarization singae mode waveguide, excitation of
guided modes by prism coupaing technique, radiation modes, opticaa ber waveguide, EH
and HE modes, weakay guiding bers, LP modes, mode cut-ofs, b-V curves
Week 5: Opticaa ber modes, ead paterns, degeneracies, fractionaa power in the core,
singae mode ber, cut-of waveaength, mode ead diameter, bend aoss, spaice aoss,
waveguide dispersion, group deaay
Week 6: Totaa chromatic dispersion, puase broadening and chirping, dispersion in gradedindex and muatiaayer bers, opticaa ber components and devices, directionaa coupaer,
power spaiter, WDM coupaer, poaarization controaaers, ber Bragg gratings
Week 7: Various types of ber Bragg gratings, fabrication methods, appaications, aong period
gratings, opticaa ber ampai er, erbium doped ber ampai er, dispersion management,
dispersion shifed ber, dispersion compensating ber, sources for opticaa ber
communication, aight emitng diode, internaa and externaa quantum efciencies, LED
characteristics, aaser diode

Week 8: Detectors for opticaa communication, p-i-n photodetector, APD, System design,
dispersion and atenuation aimited systems, BER, power budgeting of ber aink, recent
advances

